THINKING AHEAD, MOVING FORWARD

COMPANY PRESENTATION

Specialized in complete capping system for the bottling and packaging industries
Brief Company Presentation
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5. Tedelta International
Our company, TEDELTA, since its foundation year 1988, has been specialised basically in the capping technology: Capping machines, capping turrets and feeding systems.

Developing our own capping heads which are technology advanced comparable with world leaders allows us a constant improvement of our range of capping systems, adapting our technology to the most demanding markets.

Thanks to the dynamic Tedelta team with huge experience in the sector, more than 50 years, offering always to our costumers, personal attention that guarantee full satisfaction for their productions needs.
Name: TEDELTATA, TECNICA DEL TAPADO, SAU
C.I.F: A78932167
Address: C/Alcotanes,29-31 Pol. Ind. Cascajal ; 28320 Madrid-Spain
Foundation: 1988
Engineering manager: Mr.Errique Muñoz/CEO
Export manager: Ms.Julia Muñoz /CEO
Accounting and Financial Manager: Ms.Elena Muñoz /CEO
Productico manager: Mr.Juan Marín

Location and brief organisation chart

Madrid (Spain)
TEDELTA
Moving forward to be a Good to Great company
We at Tedelta, firmly believe in developing business synergy in which there will be mutual growth and a strong successful relationship.

**PHILOSOPHY OF OUR COMPANY** that leads to **COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES**

- **Specialization**: We are focused exclusively in the capping and feeding technology.
- **Constant Research and development** of capping heads and new capping machines: we offer the most technically advance and competitive product that allows our clients to incorporate them into their production processes, and reach their marketing goals, with new bottles and caps designs.
- **Flexibility**: Highly qualified staff with clear aim to design and manufacture made to measure capping machines adapting to each customers requirement.
- **Our rigorous quality and cost control**, the most advance technology and our specialty in the field, allows us to successfully solve the competitive and complicated requirements of the industry with price friendly quality.
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A world of customized solutions
It is our specialty and our clients know how to value
EXPERIENCE
More than 40 years of experience, we are specialists in the manufacture and development of complete capping systems.

ACCURACY
Quality manufacturing processes, assembly and after sales.

LIFE CYCLE – MANTENANCE.
We guarantee the fastest and highest quality service assistance, minimizing production downtimes and keeping possible technical problems and maintenance costs at the lowest levels possible.

QUALITIES CERTIFICATES
We are certified in the corresponding ISO.

Continued research and development of capping systems, upgrading our own closure heads with the most advance technology, comparable to any world “leader”.

Our Values

We at TEDELTA firmly believe that the values of a company should be those that benefit in a global and individual manner all that are involved and related with the company. Values should be broad in all aspects, and equally shared with our clients, suppliers and workers.

HONESTY AND RESPECT.

RESPONSIBILITY.

QUALITY AS A INTEGRAL FORM OF LIFE.
TEDELTA HAS A GLOBAL VISION:

Serve our customers anywhere in the world
Our commitment to our clients pushes us to higher levels of Service. At Tedelta, we guarantee the fastest and highest quality service assistance, minimizing production downtimes and keeping possible technical problems and maintenance costs at the lowest levels possible.
In the section of products you can visualize our machines and know the main technical characteristics of their performance as well as operative videos in operation.
Stay in touch with Us

CENTRAL PLANT AND MANUFACTURING
PHONE:+34 91 642 09 43
EMAIL:
COMERCIAL@TEDELT.A.ES
ALCOTANES, 29,
28320
PINTO, MADRID
ESPAÑA

COMERCIAL OFFICE-USA
PHONE:1-561-531-1561
EMAIL:
SALES.NORTHAMERICA@TEDELT.A.COM
2335 suite R 63 rd Ave. E
Bradenton, Fl
33431
UNITED STATES